The Runaway Fruit
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Grape is scared because he and his friends are trapped inside a bucket.

"Don't be scared we can get out if we try" said Cherry. "But how the bucket is so tall" asked Grape. "We can stand on each other" said Pineapple. "But what if I get
mushed asked Banana? "Oh get over it" said Pineapple. "I like your idea. Pineapple" said Cherry! "That idea is ok" said Grape. "Great we will do that idea" said Cherry. "I am staying right here because I am not going to get mashed" said Banana!
"How do you know you will get mushed?" asked Cherry. "I don't but I am not risking getting mushed!" said Banana.

"Come on let's go without him!" said Cherry. "Yah!" said Grape and Pineapple. They arrive in a
I'm glad we did not get eaten!

tree house. When they are in the tree house they run all over the place excited to be free. Grape Cherry and Pineapple lived in the tree house together. They were finally safe from being eaten and lived happily ever after.